Leaving behind the question of the genre of Rembrandt's painting, we still have to elucidate the picture's precise meaning inasmuch as its nuances can be recaptured without the aid of direct evidence.
have selected the images which illustrated the pessimistic sense of the proverb, not because they preached that sense in the anatomy-theatre -if they did; it seems doubtful"'' -but because the portrait, as a genre, was considered at that time, in some quarters, as a species of the vanitas-picture.
A portrait was considered by some to carry, implicit on the sitter's lips, the pessimistic message, "I was once what you [the viewer] are now: a living being. What I am now, you also will be: a skeleton. The portrait shows my face as it was: a skull shows it as it is."179 This message, in various forms, was sometimes inscribed on the canvas, and often illustrated with a skull or, less commonly, a skeleton or cadaver, in portraits of sitters who had no concern with anatomy (P1. 19) . 160 But people who did have a professional interest in the anatomical or other properties of the human skull could, as it were, kill two birds with one stone when they came to have their portraits painted. For they could combine, in one image of the skull, both the attribute peculiar to their profession and the common attribute of portrait-sitters in general. This visual conceit was especially popular among northern European physicians and surgeons in the first two-thirds of the seventeenth century, when the medical profession was associated in the public mind with anatomical and pathological dissections. Among The paradox alludes to the tradition represented in its pure form in the Evelyn portrait, the sitter, the former royal gardener, has also, like Petty but more unexpectedly, managed to combine it with an allusion to his own profession, by seizing on the only conceivable connexion between skulls and gardening. A certain medicinal moss was reputed to grow best on the human skull, and a skull crowned with moss is reproduced both in herbals of the time (Fig. 6) (Fig. 7) .187 Hence, we must decide whether van Loenen and Tulp are drawing our attention to two separate but compatible aspects of an agreed idea of man, or to two conflicting ideas of man as a whole.
If we accept the former interpretation, it is probable that the two complementary aspects of man are to be identified with the body and the soul, for the distinction between body and soul was a topos which faithfully accompanied the anatomical topos "know thyself".'88 In this view, Rembrandt's picture would be wholly, like de Keyser's and Eliasz.'s, an illustration of "know thyself", but one in which the self to be known was divided into the body, notified to us by van Loenen, and the soul, notified by TuIp. Doctrinally this would hardly differ from our original interpretation, in which Tulp was thought to be demonstrating God-in-man; for, as Barlaeus said in a lecture at Amsterdam in 1635:
... the soul is God, or a particle of His breath. For as He lives, presides, and rules in the universe, so does the soul in the body. As He, who is eternal and immortal, moves the perishable machine of the world, so the soul, which knows not death, moves the body's crumbling clay.189 ' 2, 4, 12, 13, 19, 22, 24, 35, below, and passim. The key texts are Plato, Alcibiades I, 130e-131a and Cicero, Tusc. I, xxii, 52, where it is denied that yvWO aeavorJv applies to the body; Cicero definibus V, xvi, 44, where the proverb is said to apply to both body and mind; Cicero ad Q. f III.v.7 , where the object is left undefined; and Plutarch adv. Colotem 11 19, where the object is allowed to be either a blend of body and soul, or the soul only, or only the thinking part of the soul, or the body only. This theme is the subject of a strange story in Arnold Geilhoven's Gnotosolitos, Brussels, 1476, fol. 3r, where it is ascribed, apparently without justification, to Macrobius. But although as doctrine this interpretation may be acceptable, as the subject of an emblematic portrait it seems too vague and bland: vague, because the hand was less closely associated with the soul than the brain or heart, and bland because the idea lacks the piquancy, the simultaneous capacity to please and to disturb, that characterizes the ideas which emblems were generally used to convey. We find this quality in Tulp's emblematic portrait by Eliasz. (P1. 18) (Fig. 8) .
Among the many other genres which employ this bipartite motif is still-life painting. Some so-called vanitas-pictures, such as that reproduced in P1. 28, imply that the futility of lives doomed to extinction, as represented by a skull and other objects, is redeemed by the possibility of resurrection, as signified by the presence of ears of corn."94 A third and most relevant genre pervaded by these ideas is anatomical illustration.
The bipartite motto "VIVITVR-INGENIO ..." which appeared in Diurer's Pirckheimer portrait of 1524 (Fig. 8) is conspicuous also in Vesalius's anatomy-book of 1543 (Fig. 9) , and the skull-but-corn motif, which was illustrated here in a Dutch of the former oration), would probably have been the subject of Rembrandt's picture also. On present evidence this seems improbable, since the speech mentioned by Beverwijck was made when he was "starting out in the medical profession" (Beverovicius, loc. cit.): according to Banga (op. cit., note 29 above, p. 288) Beverwijck had returned fromn study in Italy c. 1617, and was already established as city-physician at Dordrecht in 1625, four years before Tulp's inaugural oration. The master-genre on which these others draw is funerary art, of which the contrast between the mortal and the immortal is the central subject. The funerary portrait is a common type, and all the other elements of the contrast are found on a tomb such as that of Archbishop Law of Glasgow, who died in 1632, the date of Rembrandt's Tulp picture. On this monument (P1. 30), which was erected by the archbishop's widow, we find again the bipartite inscription contrasting death and resurrection; the skull and cross-bones which illustrate the first half of the inscription; and the golden ears of corn which illustrate the second.
In many of these works the contrast is weighted towards optimism: man's earthly remains, his body, possessions, and power, die, but his divine element, mind or soul, lives on. Rembrandt's picture (P1. The poem is a plexus of oxymora, in which good and evil, speech and silence, life and death, Infinite and infinitesimal are pointedly juxtaposed. The couplets, each containing at least one paradox, next within each other like Chinese boxes, so that the enigmatic opening verse epitomizes the paradox of the poem as a whole: that within the quintessentially mortal, the cadavers of executed criminals, man could recognize the divinity in which lay his hope of eternal life. In Rembrandt's painting (P1. 1) we find the identical subject, a comparable method, and a similar conclusion, but with the more pessimistic tinge that is suitable for a portrait.
While Frans van Loenen, like Dr. Egbertsz. and Dr. Fonteyn, points out the obvious mortality of man, Dr. Nicolaes Tulp reveals the more elusive element that does not die. If our interpretation is correct, it was this metaphysical contrast that the civic anatomist of Amsterdam in 1632 claimed to teach through anatomy. To.preserve this lesson for posterity, Nicolaes Tulp entrusted it not to a printer but to a painter, a young man recently arrived in the city from Leiden. The sitters are long dead, but thanks to Rembrandt's art of durable pigments the picture survives today to exemplify its own message. Portrait, history-picture, emblem-picture, "metaphysical" picture, and finally exemplum sui; devised by a physician, realized by surgeons, and figured by a painter: such a fusion of genres and federation of skills illustrates the crowning attainment of unity in diversity, that paradoxical and most desirable quality in any work of art.
'01 The edition of the poem published in Appendix IV below and the translation presented here both differ from the transcript and English version published by Heckscher (pp. 1 12-113).
